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this issue
21st Century Strategies to help
you grasp the idea of HUMILITY
and how this applies today in
your own classes.

The origins of the 12
Virtues...
In 1785, just before the French
Revolution, Brother Agathon, who was
the fifth Superior General of the De La
Salle Brothers, wrote a document
called ‘The Twelve Virtues of a Good
Teacher'. The list of virtues is like sage
advice that a teacher might receive
from an experienced Year Level Dean
or similar.
The 12 Virtues combines two important
pieces of work of St. John Baptist De La
Salle’s. The spiritual vision of his
Meditations and the practical pedagogy
of his Conduct of Christian Schools.

The 12 Virtues of a Good Teacher - HUMILITY
Humility
We are human. We make mistakes. We therefore never abuse our powers
and instead make pupils feel respected.
Do you have the HUMILITY that Ashley shows below?

The 12 Virtues help answer the
fundamental question for teachers in
Lasallian schools: “If I am to touch the
hearts of my students and teach them
in the best possible way, what practices
should I follow and what vision should I
have for them?”
Br Agathon reminds the teacher - if you
have a problem in your class, look to
your own behaviour first.
12 Virtues and 12 months of 2013. Each
month, I aim to provide you with
useful, modern strategies, that will
allow you to bring De La Salle’s ideas
right into your own classrooms. I kindly
acknowledge Br. Jeffery Calligan for his
work on this material and real insight.
Enjoy learning about humility!
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